SHIPPING KEY FUNCTIONALITY

The list below reflects key functionality for an area of interest on the Bloomberg Professional® service. Press the <Menu> key on the Bloomberg keyboard from any function to browse related tools. Press the <Help> key once from a function to learn more about what it does and how to use it.

> MAIN MENU
Shipping Main Menu

> NEWS & RESEARCH
Top Shipping News
Top Commodity News
News on Marine Transportation
News on Dry Freight Shipping
News on Container Shipping
Bloomberg Intelligence Marine Transport
Bloomberg Intelligence Trucking Services

> FINDING DATA & PRICES
Security Finder
Exchange Traded Contracts
Fundamental Data Search
Commodity Data Contributors
Charting & Fixings
Forward Freight Agreements
Spot Tanker Rates
Baltic Exchange Indices
Spot Bunker Fuel Prices
Forward Bunker Fuel Prices
US Grain Barge Rates
Clarkson Securities
Galbraith’s Tanker Rates & Reports
IMAREX
SSY Futures Ltd
Rack Terminal Pricing

> WEATHER
SHIP
Weather Trends
Weather Main Menu
Tracking Storms on Map

> SHIPPING ANALYSIS
TOP SHIP
NI MAR
NI BULK
NI TEU
BI SHIPG
BI TRCKN

> OPTIONS
FFA
TNKS
BFX
BOIL
CFVL
BARG
CLRK
GALB

> ADDITIONAL SHIPPING INFORMATION
Maritime/Shipping Law
Government Legislation
Oil Buyer’s Guide & Other Newsletters

*Denotes a single-security function
**Denotes a multiple-security function